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Abstract
Analysis of a dual fuel solar thermal propulsion
concept was performed based on a system designed at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. The MSFC
system uses a single fuel, hydrogen, to transfer 1,000
pounds of payload from LEO to GEO. Ammonia and
hydrogen are used by the dual fuel system and both
propellants wcrc considcrcd for use in the early stages
of the mission. However, it %%as found that a system
burning ammonia first w,'as
more suitable for the given
mission. A fixed gross wcight and the ideal rocket
equation were used to calculate component weights.
The analysis included some propellant losses. Payload
weight was initially decreased by the addition of
ammonia but it was increased by downsizing the power
system to provide 2 pound of thrust with ammonia
instead of with hydrogen. The analysis-indicatcd that
1,000 pounds. of payload could be placed into
geosynchronous orbit with nn ammonia frnction of
about 14 percent of the gross weight. 0The tank volume
was decreased by 20 percent and the propellant lost to
boiloff was decreased by 24 percent. Also, thrust to
we.h
wit
weigt
ithcha~e
vriaion Caito
n amoni
moi wcnht
egt
fraction was examined. Further analysis is required to
fully weigh the bcncfits of a dual fuel solar thermal
sytm
system.
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Hydrogen
Ideal velocity change
Specific impulse of propellant
Gross mass of vehicle
Burnout mass of vehicle
Gravitational acceleration at the
Earth's surface
Mass after burn of first propellant
Mass at start of second propellant

burn
mp.
mp2
mf
raps
mil
r.
P
T
m,,,r

Mass of first propellant
Mass of second propellant
Fixed mass of vehicle
Mass of yehicle's power system
Tank mass for first propellant
Tank nas.; for second propellant
Power pruduced by thrust
Thrust produced by power system
Propellant mass used to produce AV
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. Introduction

Solar
propulsion
-is a ac~ox
pt which
Use of
'hmci
thethermal
sun's energy
to heat
working
fluidmakes
as a
means of providing thrust. The thrust isgenerated by
ean
ding
hrst.
The thrust i neate
a nozzle. Note
f did through
a superheated
expanding
that although
the termt "burn"
is used throughout this
report, no combustion actually occurs. It is used to
describe the use of propellant and is merely a
convention established by the use of chemical rockets.
The thrust level achieved depends on the temperature,
properties, and exhaust velocity of the fluid. Because
this thrust level is relatively low, the solar thermal
concept can only be used as an upper stage to provide
orbital transfers. Most of the solar thermal systems
currently being studied use a single fuel. The most
efficient fuel to date is hydrogen.' However, there are
problems with these systems such as small payload
volume and significant propellant losses. One possible
solution to these problems is the development of a dual
fuel solar thermal engine. This report details the
initial stages of work on such a system. The dual fuel
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cnginc is designed to usc ammonia and hydrogen
during spccific stages of the transfcr mission, from low
earth orbit to gCosynchronous equatorial orbit, in an
attempt to overcome the shortcomings of a hydrogen
only system.
The work detailed in this report is based on a solar
thermal engine system developed at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Centcr in Huntsville, Alabama.1
Using the data from the MSFC analysis, the basic
characteristics of the system were modeled. This
system was then modified to act as a dual fuel system.
The ideal rocket analysis was performed using a
computer program. This program was used to find the
weights of the components of the system. In addition
data for a comparison of the thrust-to-weight ratio for
each fuel before and after the s~vitch point was
produced using a separate computer program.
MSFC Sinale Fuel Svstcm
A solar thermal engine concept was designed at
the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center by a team of
engineers. The data contained herein summarizes the
findings of their feasibility study as reported in March
of 1994.1 The MSFC system uses hydrogen, with a
specific impulse of 860 seconds, to produce 2 pounds
of thrust. It is designed to serve as an upper stage for a
Lockheed LLV3 launch vehicle and provides -an
alternative to chcmical upper stages. This alternative
could deliver a greater payload weight for a given
launch vehicle capability,
The v'stcm developed at MSFC (Figure la)
consists of a single propellant tank, a solar energy
collector system. and an absorbcr/thrustcr system. The
collector system consists of tw.o off axis parabolic
mirrors mounted on a rotation and gimbal svstcm to
allow tracking of the sun as the spacecraft changes
position. In order to minimize launch vehicle payload
volume requirements. the collectors arc inflated after
the upper stage has scpiratcd. They arc supported by a
torus around the perimeter, and are connected to the
rotation and gimbal svstcm by rigidificd inflated struts.
The absorber system (Figure lb) is made up of a
windowless secondary concentrator leading to a
blackbody absorber cavity encircled by fuel preheater
tubes. The thrust generation process is illustrated in
Figure 2. Sunlight passes fron the collectors into the
secondary concentrator. The concentrated solar energy
then heats the blackbody walls of the absorber cavity.
Heat from the absorber cavity passes through insulation
and into the liquid hydrogen flowing through the tubes.

The prchcatcd fucl thcn flows into the absorber and is
superheatcd. Thrust is created as high temperature
hydorgen gas expands through the thruster nozzle.
The attitude of the spacecraft is controlled by a reaction
control system using a separate propellant supply.
Because of the low thrust level of a solar thermal
stage, a direct transfer, such as a Hohmann transfer,
cannot be used. Also, the typical low thrust transfer, a
continuous burn spiral, cannot be used because the
solar thermal stage requires the sun to generate thrust.
If a spiral trajectory were attempted, the vehicle would
pass behind the earth, the collectors would not be
illuminated, and no thrust would be generated. The
trajectory that is followed involves multiple propellant
burns and is illustrated in Figure 3. To begin the
orbital transfer, the vehicle increases its velocity by
burning some propellant and moves from its circular
orbit to an elliptical one. Because of the low thrust
level, a AV large enough to place the stage onto an
ellipse that touches GEO,altitude is not possible, i.e. a
Hohmann transfer is not possible. Thus, a number of
burns are made at perigee, the point of closest
approach, and the vehicle gradually brings its apogee
altitude, the point farthest from Earth, to the
destination altitude. The spacecraft then performs
several burns at apogee to circularize its orbit.
The MSFC system was used as a baseline case for
the development of a dual .fuel system. The MSFC
wcight estimates and mission performance parameters
wcrc used to develop a computer program to compute
the weights of the components of the. rccket. The
analysis was also based on the ideal rocket equation.
In order to use the ideal velocity from the MSFC
analysis, it was assumed that- the thrust-to-weight
history -was matched. This allow'ed the correct burnout
weight to be determined. Variations with changes in
trust-to-weight history were not included in the
analysis. Propellant losses were considered and were
calculated based on the MSFC estimates of boiloff,
leakage, startup, shutdown, and plume impingement.
Plume impingement refers to the collision of ejected
propellant with the portion of the spacecraft forward of
the exhaust nozzle. The results of the ideal rocket
analysis matched the MSFC results within ±3 percent
whcn only hydrogen was used. Table 1 presents a
summary of the component weights of the MSVC
systcm' as determined by the computer program.
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TAIBI.E I

For the engine considered in this analysis, two

Weglht Sum :rv for NISFC Systemn

Tank Weight
Thcrmnl Control System Wci,,ht
Tankagc Wcight
Structurc Weight
RCS Weight
Cnign
ht
Contingecyc Weight

fuels are used in distinct stages of the transfer.

Equation I must thus be modified to account for the
different propellants:

405 lb
97 lb
502 lb
150 b2
284 lb
266
lbI
266 lb

Fower Weigts
Dryw Weight
Pavload Weiht

234 lb
1721lb
983 lb

Burnout Wcight
Hvdroen Wciht (w/ losses')
Gross Weight

2704 lb

A

where AV is the ideal velocity change produced by the
first propellant and AV 2 is the ideal velocity change
due to the use of the second. Equation 2 can be
exprcsscd in terms of specific impulses and masses by
substituting equation 1 on the right hand side.

2696 lb

AV = 1g.In TO + 1,2 90 InT20

5400 lb

mubo

ldcal Rockct Enuations
Because this work is only a preliminary stcp in thc
evaluation of LhC feasibility of solar thermal
propulsion, the orbital transfer considered in this
analysis is based on an ideal vclocity approximation to
the multiburn transfer from low carth orbit (LEO) to'
geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO).
Only
propellant losscs due to boiloT, leakage. startup and
shutdown, and plume impingement were considered.
It should be noted that -the procedur- outlined below is
based on mass. However. the actual analysis was
performed using wcights. It is possible to calculate the
items below using weight bccausc "weight is directly
proportional to mass, with the accelcration due to
gravity at the Earth's surface as the proportionality
constant. In other words, the weights calculated in the
analysis arc referenced to the surface of the Eantth.
Further stud," could consider such techniques as
Lrajcctory intecration to furthcr determine the
practicality of a dual fuel solar thermal engine.
The basis for the analysis which follows is the
2
rocket, itcan
ideal rocket equation. For a single fitcl
be written as follows:

AV

m An
n -I
In-, °

AV + AV

1

where AV is the ideal velocity change required for the
transfer, !SP is the specific impulse of the fuel, go is the
acceleration due to gravity at the earth's surface, m. is
the initial mass at LEO, and mrio is the burnout mass at
GEO.

-

(3)

Mb.

Here 1.1 and Is; represent .the specific impulses of the
first and sccond fuels respectively. Also, m 1bo is the
mass of the spacecraft after tienitial propellant has
been expended, and m, 0 is the mass of the spacecraft at
the initiation of the burning of the second propellant.
In the ideal case m 1bo is equal to m2o because there are
no losses in the instantaneous transition between fuels.
The total mass of the spacecraft, ni,, is the sum of
component masses.

m = m,, + mra1 + nip'.
Burnout mass, m , can also be broken down into
components.
flo

=

mf + r

+ m

-r

(5)

The component masses in 'equations 4 and 5 are
defined as follows:
rapt.is mass of first propellant
mp. is massmass
of seond
propellant systems,
(communications
m. is fixed
control systems, etc.)
raps is mass of power system (thruster
assembly, absorber, and collectors)
rai is mass of tankage for first propellant
ni,2 is mass of tankage for second propellant
The power produced by the rocket can be
dctermined from the following equation:
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(

-By pl:Icin1g thcsc cquations in a computcr program,
the basclinc case from the MSFC data was
approximated and componct masscs for a duel fuel
system wcrc computcd.
Duail Fucl Systcm
Thcrc arc possiblc advantages to dcvcloping a dual
fucl solar thcrmal engine. By using hydro'en and a
heavier fuel such as ammonia, tank volume and tank
weight can bc dccrcased significantly from that
required for a systcm using only hydrogcn. This
volume decrease allows the spacecraft to carry a larger
payload. Propcllant losses can also be dccrcascd as a
result of the use of a dual fuel systcm. For cxample,
liquid hydrogen tends to boil off at a significant rate, as
1
much as 5 percent of weight over a 30 day mission.
By using a propellant with a higher boiling point, in
this case ammonia: in conjunction with the hydrogen,
the propellant lost to boiling can be reduced. The long
term goal of this analysis is to determine ira dual fuel
system can significantly bcncfit a LEO to GEO transfer
vehicle.
Several initial parmeters were needed to begin
the analysis; the following valucs arc bascd upon those
used by MSFC. The ideal AV for the transfer, from a
LEO altitude of 4(0 nmi to GEO. was determined from
.. P
the weight data from MSFC (in = 5,-)t lb.
1), the
(Eqn.
equation
rocket
ideal
the
2,140 Ib). Using
effective
The
ft/s.
ideal AV was calculatcd as 13.964
specific impulse of hydrogcn is 8'0 scconds. which
produces 2 pounds of thrust in the system studied by
Ammonia's ideal
Marshall Space Flight Coentr.'
specific impulse is 4i0 seconds. compared to 990
seconds for hydrogen. By taking a ratio of effective
specific impuilsc to ideal specific impulse. the effective
specific impulse of ammonia %as calculated to be 417
calculated
seconds. A payload weight of 1,000 lb w,'as
by MSFC's te:iam ofengineers. This was adopted as the
target payload weight for this analysis.

include any losses. Fixed weight includes the wcights
of the propulsion fced system; the electrical power
system; the guidance, navigation, and control system;
and the communication system. Values for these
weights were taken from the MSFC feasibility report.
Power system weight is made up of the weights of the
absorber and the collectors, which were also assumed
to be the same as the values given by MSFC. Using
the ideal rocket equations, the following are calculated:
AV due to propellant 1 bums, AV due to propellant 2
burns, burnout weight (mbo), NH 3 propellant weight,
NH 3 tank weight, H2 propellant weight, H2 tank
weight, and payload weight. These weights are
rcfcrcnccd to the surface of the Earth. The AV due to
propellant I is obtained directly from Eqn. 1 with m 1bo
= (I - rnt/mo) M o . The AV due to propellant 2 burns
is calculated by subtracting the AV due to propellant 1
from the total ideal AV. This is then used to determine
the final burnout weight at GEO byolving equation 1
The weight of
for m with m o equal to m1b.
propellant I is (m. 1/m o) mo. The wcight of propellant
2 can be found by subtracting burnout i"ght and
propellant I weight from initial weight. Tani; weights
are calculatcd as a fraction of propellant wighlt. For
Ammonia, tank weight is assumed to be 2 pc-ccnt of
propellant weight. and for hydrogen it is assumed to be
15 percent of propellant weight. Notice that the tank
weight per unit volume is nearly equal for the two
propellants. Payload weight is the burnout weight,
mb., minus the fixed weight, the power system wcighL
and the propellant tank weights.
The ideal rocket program was then modified to
break the weights into the same components is those
cxpresscd in the MSFC report. Table 2 ives the
weight breakdown and the rclatiofships used to find
This was done to better
the componcnt weights.
facilitate comparison with the given data. All the
wcights and weight ratios are based on data given in
the MSFC feasibility report, except those for ammonia
The ammonia thermal control system
tankage.
percentage was calculated by direct proportion using
the ratio of tank weight pcrcentages (15/2). After
providing a means of calculating component weights,
the code was adapted to account for propellant losses
due to boiloff, leakage, startup and shutdown, and
plume impingement. Also, extra fuel needed for such
factors as residuals, reserves, and absorber failure was
The total loss of liquid
included in the losses.
hydrogen was assumed to be 26 percent of the weight
of hydrogen. Five percent of this loss was assumed to

Analysis of the ideal rocket was performed using a
computer program written in Microsoft QuickBASIC.
The inputs for the program were as follows: propellant
I fraction (without losses) of m o (mpt/too), initial
weight (to). fixed weight. power systcm weight,
specific impulse of propellant I. specific impulse of
AV, and a flag to indicate
propellani 2, total ideal
which propellant is used first. ammonia or hydrogen.
The propellant fraction describes the amount of gross
weight that is used to produce the ideal AV; it does not
4
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bc a rcsult of boiloff 1 Ammonia losses, except boilof,
were assumed to bc the same as those for hydrogen.
The boiling point of ammonia is much higher than that
of liquid hydrogen. Thcrcforc, the boiloff losses for
ammonia can bc ncglcctcd. Thc amount of ammonia
lost is therefore only 21 percent. This estimate is
conservative because ammonia, with its higher
molecular weight and la.rger molecules, would not leak
as fast as hydrogen. Using the above method, the
Marshall Space Flight Center data was approximated
within 3 percent.
TABLE 2
Weight Relationships
Corpnent

M,,h,..,.ital

Fixed Weight

mf

"

Propulsion Feed

l)in,;i,,,

prs+ m- + mgnc mcs
nipj - 83 lb
63 lb

=

stem
*

Guidance, Navigation,

Control

Comrmunjations

*

Sstem
Power Systcn
*
"

9I

ip,=

1a7s -mcol
1100 lb

Consideration was also given to burning hydrofen
during the early stages of the mission. This could cit
boiloffand Iaakage losses compared ion mission which
uses ammonia first. The analysis was performed at
hydrogen fractions (without losses) from 15 to 39.6

percent of gross weight. The upper limit corresponds

Propellant Tank

nt: - .15 mp2

Thernmal Control

tacs2= .036 in

burned ammonia first. Burning hydrogen first results

Ammonia Tankagc
0

m

to the hydrogen only system. The results of this
analysis are shown graphically in Figure 8. Payload
weight was graphed against ammonia weight fraction
to allow comparison to the previous system, wvbch

Colle .tors

Hydrogen Tankage
*

space for payload.

mgne = S0 lb

Absorber

eieht fraction. Figure 7 presents propellant volume
variation with ammonia weight fraction. This figure
illustrates that, because of the diTcrences in density of
ammonia and hydrogen, the volume of propellant
decrcases significantly. This decrease allows more

Sytem
SElctrical Power

Initially, ammonia was burned during the early
stagcs of the mission. Ammonia fraction (without
losses) (m 1i/mo) was varied from 0 to 40 percent in the
analysis. The ammonia fraction is the portion of gross
weight that is used to produce a velocity change.
Figure 4 illustrates the change in propellant weight
Total
wiih ammonia weight fraction increase.
propellant weight increases as a result of the increasing
ammonia weight. There is some benefit from the
addition of ammonia; the weight of liquid hydrogen
decreases. Therefore, there will be less propellant lost
to boiloff. Figure 5 shows variation of burnout weight,
dry weight, and tank weight. This comes as a result
of the decrease in burnout weight shown in Figure 5.
All three weights decrease with increasing ammonia
weight. The decrease in burnout weight results in a
Figure 6 shows the
significant payload penalty.
payload weight change with increasing ammonia

Mo

I

I I IbO

mr- ="1tz "h2

mtl

Propellant Tank

r i

SThermal Control

Rits

mptI mts I
-. 02

Iperformed

004

in a greater payload weight decrease for the same
increase in ammonia fraction. This indicates that the
concept which burns ammonia first is more suitable for
the given mission; the analyses that follow were
on this configuration.
Reduced Power System

System
Tank Support Structure

mrss - .037 (mpI- rpi)

Reaction Control System

mrc= .03 m o

RCS Propellant

mrp -. 02 m0

Contingency Weight

o .2 (
mcont'2Ps
++m
Mf** Inti tl
Mrrs)

Secondary Structure and

rnub

Banfles

mgnc

.l(mpfs

m)

Increasing the ammonia fraction resulted in a

+mabsm + mrcsmcps +

decrease in payload weight. In a effort to offset this
the power system, which consists of the
decrease,
collectors, the absorber, and the thruster,
was
downsizcd to provide 2 pounds of thrust with ammonia
instead of with hydrogen. The results shown in
Figures 4 through 7 are conservative because the

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

thrust-to-weight would be incrcascd, the ideal AV
would be decreased, and the payload would be
increased with a more accuratc analysis. A more
include gravity and
accurate analysis could
involve
losses and could
atmospheric drag
considcration of thc thnst-to-weight change. Equation
6 was used to perform the power system rcduction.
Using this formula, the amount of power required to
produce the desired thrust level was computed for each
Thc weights of the power system
propellant.
components were then adjusted by the ratio of power
needed for ammonia to power needed for hydrogcn.
This ratio is equal to the ratio of specific impulses
(Isp.Nl3/Isp.I2 = 0.485). The computer program used
in the previous analysis was modified to downsize the
appropriate weights.
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the changes that
resulted in dry weight and payload weight as a result of
downsizing the power system. Dry weight decreases
with respect to the original power system. Some of the
payload weight reduction shown in Figure 6 can be
regained by downscaling the power system. The
resulting payload weight variation can be seen in
Figure 10. For ammnonia fractions up to about 0.16,
there is a payload weight increase as we!l as a tank
volume decrease, compared to the hydrogen only
s-stem. Burnout weight. tank weight, propellant
weight, and propellant volume remained the same as
those for the MSFC power system.
The results shown graphically above indicate that
the target payload wcight of 1,000 pounds can be
achieved with an namonia fraction of about 14
percent. Table 3 provides a weight summary for the
Compared the MSFC hydrogen
dual fuel system.
only system, the tot~il internal tank volume was
reduced from about 610 cubic feet to about 485 cubic
feet, a decrease of about 20 percent. This decrease in
In
tank volume allows more space for payload.
addition, the total tank weight was reduced from about
500 pounds to about 400 pounds. once apain a 20%
decrease. This resulted in a 17 percent decrease in dry
weight, from 1.720 pounds to 1.430 pounds. The
losses from boilof were reduccd from 107 pounds to
81 pounds, a 24 percent dccresc.. The dual fuel
system, burning ammonia in the carly stages of the
mission, is able to deliver the same payload as the
MSFC system with a reduction in tank volume, tank
weight, dry weight, and boiloff losses,

TABLE 3
Weight Summarv for Dual Fuel System
Ammonia Tank Weight
Thermal Control System Weight
Ammonia Tankage Weight
Hydrogen Tank Weight
Thermal Control System Weight
Hydrogen Tankage Weight
Structure Weight
RCS Weight
Contingency Weight
Fixed Weights
Power System Weight
Dry Weight
Payload Weight
Burnout Weight
Ammonia Weight (w/losses)
Hvdroen Weight (w/ losses)
Gross Weight

18 lb
5 lb
23 lb
308 lb
74 lb
382 lb
154 lb
284 lb
218 lb
235 lb
138 lb
1434 lb
1000 lb
2434 lb
915 lb
2051 lb
5400 lb

Also, the thrust-to-weight variation with changes
in the ammonia weight fraction was considered.
Downsizing the power system will reduce the thrust-towcight after the fuel switch. This reduction will
increase the ideal velocity. The results of this analysis
are therefore optimistic. The governing cquations in
this portion of the analysis were the ideal rocket
equation (Eqn. 1) and the power equation (Eqn. 6).
The variation in thrust-to-weight ratio was computed
using a computer code. Ammonia fractions from 0 to
0.4 were considered. Figure 11 shows the thast-towcight variance as propellant is burned and weight is
decreased. The upper curve in the figure represents the
thrust-to-weight for the MSFC system using only
hyvdrogen. The bottom curve represents the downsized
power system with an immediate switch to hydrogen,
i.e. no ammonia is burned. For the dual fuel system,
the thrust-to-weight variation follows the top curve
until the fuel switch occurs. It then drops along one of
the vertical lines to the bottom curve. Each vertical
line represents a different fuel switch point, expressed
in terms of ammonia fraction of gross weight. Figure
12 illustrates the change in ideal AV with decreasing
Note that for higher ammonia veight
weight.
a
larger AV is obtained at the propellant
fractions,
switch. The propellant switch can be seen as a change
in the slope of the curves. The curve with a shallower
slope corresponds to the burning of ammonia and the
curves with steeper slopes correspond to .the use of
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Figure 13 shows the thrust-to-weight
hydrogdh.
variation with change in AV. The uppermost curve
represents the burning of ammonia. At the fuel
changce, there is a step change to a lower curvc. The
center curve rcprescnts the thrust-to-wcight variation
of the MSFC system with hydrogen only. Note that, as
a function of AV, the thrust-to-wcight remains higher
with higher ammonia fractions. The above analysis
illustrates that using a dual fuel systcm. there arc
changes in the thrust-to-wcight and AV history of the
mission.
Future Considcrations
Some further analyses arc required to fully
determine the relationship between the benefits and the
costs of a dual fuel solar thcrmal upper stage. The
most paramount of thcsc considerations is a cost
analysis. Also. losses from gravity, non-ideal burns,
and atmospheric drag should be considered. The
inclusion of these losses could ,ivc arc:it;r accuracy to
the analysis. Trajcctory intcgration would be a logical
means of dctcrmining these losses. In addition, the
propellant losses could be defined more precisely by
determining the ammonia that is lost to leakage,
impingement.
plume
and
startup/shutdown,
Consideration of the thrust-to-weight variation could
also prove useful in the evaluation of a dual fuel
system. Trade studies conccrning different types of
power systems could shed more light on the bcncfits of
dual fuel solar thermal propulsion. This could include
a variable gcometr nozzle to make the most efficient
use of both fiels. By taking these additional topics into
account. the benefits and thc costs of a du:l fuel solar
thermal systcm could bc morecccuratcly dztCrmincd.

of the mission, the payload weight decreases more
drastically than when ammonia is burned fir.
Therefore, it was concluded that the engine that uses
ammonia first is more suitable for a LEO to GEO
transfer. By downsizing the power system to give an
ammonia thrust level of 2 pounds, the payload weight
that 'as lost by addition of ammonia was regained. It
was discovered that the target payload of 1,000 pounds
could be achieved with an ammonia fraction of 14
percent. This fraction also resulted in decreased
internal tank volume, tankage weight, dry weight, and
boiloff losses. More space is available for payload as a
result of the decreased tank volume. A more accurate
analysis of the system with the inclusion of gravity,
non-ideal burns, and atmospheric drag losses needs to
be performed to completely define the benefits and the
penalties of a dual fuel solar thermal system. Such an
analysis could be accomplished using trajectory
integration techniques. Also, a trade study concerning
different typcs of power systems could shed more ligrt
on the bcnefits of dual fuel solar thermal propulsion.
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Conclusions

The rcsuts presented hcrcin provide cvidence that
there arc bcncfits to be gained from the use of a dual
fuel configuration for a solar thermal orbital transfer
vehicle. The addition of ammonia as the initial
propellant caused a decrease in payload weight
capacity despite the increase in available volume and
decreasc in tank wcight. The incrcasin, ammonia
weight caused an the increase in the total propellant

weight because the specific impulse of ammonia is
significantly lower than that of hvdrogcn. The volume
decrease, however, allows the payload to take up more
space. When hydrogen is used during the early stages
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